Longwarry through to Grand Final
Longwarry Division Two won their way through to the Grand Final in two weeks,
defeated Traralgon (2) in a thrilling finish at Trafalgar on Saturday. Longwarry fought
their way back from being several shots down earlier in the day for a 5 shot win.
Division Two – Longwarry 98 defeated Traralgon (2) 93.
Elio Meggetto, Judy Eastwell, Kenneth Towt and Barry White (Skip) defeated by
Graham Cross’s team 22/27.
Longwarry got off to a flying start and were 11/1 up by end 6, Traralgon turned their
form around and by the tea break had caught up with the scores locked at 15 all. After
tea Traralgon resumed control and by end 22 they were 8 shots up. Longwarry picked
up 4 shots late, contributing to the overall win, with Traralgon winning this rink by 5 shots.
Brian Hennessy, Grant Pask, Hank Metselaar and Russell White (Skip) defeated Bill
Bishop’s team 25/24.
Longwarry started well winning 7 of the first 8 ends to be leading 13/1, but a lapse of
concentration from the boys allowed Traralgon to pick up a 7 on end 9, the remainder
of the game was tight with Longwarry holding on to win by 1 shot.
Lloyd Maisey, Glenn Pask, Ian Peterson, and Slim Eastwell (Skip) defeated by G Cole’s
team 24/25.
Traralgon totally dominated the scoreboard in this rink and by end 19 the score was
9/24, but someone forgot to tell Longwarry the game was over and in the next 6 ends
picked up 15 shots to 1 to just go down by 1 shot in a great comeback to be a big
contribution in Longwarry’s overall win.
Simon Counsel, Mark Serong, John McCarthy and Ken White (Skip) defeated Daniel
Cooper’s team 27/17.
Longwarry were slow to begin and were 0/8 down by end 4, but with Simon leading
well won 12 of the next 14 ends to be 10 shots up by end 19. The remainder of the
game was even with Longwarry recording a great 10 shot win.

